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Editorial
TERI has been working with both large, energy intensive industries and MSMEs (micro, small
and medium enterprises) over the last two decades to improve their energy and environmental
performance. In the MSME sector, the major long-term research project being undertaken by
TERI has been supported by SDC (Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation). Under
this project, TERI has developed, demonstrated and disseminated energy-efficient technologies
in a few energy intensive small scale industry sectors that have helped the small units reduce both
energy consumption and carbon emissions, and thereby improved their profitability. The industry
sectors in which work has been undertaken include grey iron foundries, glass industries, brick kilns
and adoption of biomass gasifier technology in a large number of industrial thermal applications.
Under the proposed new phase of TERI-SDC Partnership (titled ‘Scaling up Energy
Efficiency in Small Enterprises’), besides other activities it is planned to continue the focus on
SAMEEEKSHA initiative. One of the major activities planned in 2012 under SAMEEEKSHA is
to organize a conference that will solely focus on the energy efficiency issues in the MSME sector.
The conference will provide a platform to the various stakeholders including the multilateral
and bilateral agencies that have shown interest in the SME sector to discuss various technological
and policy related issues in the field of energy efficiency. TERI will be working with BEE and
Ministry of MSME to finalize the plans for this conference in the coming months. As a build-up
to this event,TERI in collaboration with the Institute of Indian Foundrymen (IIF) is organizing an
‘Energy Forum’ during the 60th Indian Foundry Congress to be held in Bengaluru in early-March
2012. We would welcome the ideas and suggestions of SAMEEEKSHA stakeholders to make
these events meaningful and productive.

Girish Sethi
Director, Industrial Energy Efficiency Division, TERI
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CLUSTER PROFILE
BRASS CLUSTER, JAMNAGAR
Background
Jamnagar, located in Gujarat, is one of the largest brass
industry clusters in India. There are around 3500 brass
units in the cluster: 900 foundries, 150 extrusion units,
2100 machining units, and 350 electroplating units.
These units are clustered mainly in Shankartekri,
M P Shah Udyognagar, Patel Colony and Dared
areas. Most of these units have been operating for about
15–20 years.
The majority of the brass foundry units (72%) have
a production capacity of about 200 to 400 tonnes per
annum (tpa). About 16% of the units produce below
200 tpa, and the balance 12% more than 400 tpa. The
units in the Jamnagar brass cluster produce a variety of
brass products for different applications and end-users.
Unlike other brass clusters in India, Jamnagar produces
brass products that require extensive machining
processes like turning, milling, grinding, drawing, boring,
threading, and so on. The brass products from the cluster
range from 1 gram to 10 kilogram in weight, and from
0.05 mm to 600 mm in length and diameter.
The brass industries in Jamnagar have organized
themselves into an association called ‘Jamnagar Factory
Brass products from Jamnagar
Category

Products

Building hardware

Door & window hinges, stoppers,
knobs, studs, handles

Furnishing and
bathroom fittings

Venetian blinds, hangers, taps, curtain
fittings

Electronic
and electrical
accessories

Socket pins, battery terminals,
switches, testers, computer sockets

Automobiles

Automobile and cycle tube valves

Industry

Industrial control valves

Agricultural
implements

Tractor accessories
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Pit furnace

Owners Association’. The association provides its
members with a platform to discuss and resolve common
issues.

Technology status and energy use
The brass units in Jamnagar cluster largely rely on
traditional technologies and operating practices which
are inefficient. The brass units are engaged in four
distinct types of operations: (1) casting (foundry),
(2) extrusion, (3) machining, and (4) electroplating.
Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc in the ratio
60:40. The raw materials used by the units comprise a
mixture of copper and brass scrap, available in the form
of (i) old brass, copper and bronze utensils, (ii) imported
brass scrap and ‘honey’, and (iii) brass scrap from ship
breaking yards. The brass units meet most of their raw
material requirements through imports from USA,
Singapore, and Gulf and European countries.
The raw materials are manually sorted to remove
impurities and other metals like aluminium and iron.
Depending on the final product requirements, zinc, lead
and other materials are added in different proportions
during the melting.The raw materials are put in ‘graphite
crucibles’ for melting. Generally, the foundry units use
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pit furnaces with coal or furnace oil as fuel.The crucibles
are kept inside a round pit and heated. Around 150
foundry/ casting units use electrical induction furnaces
for melting. Brass scrap is melted at about 1100 °C. In
a typical brass rod production process, the molten metal
is drawn and poured into moulds to produce ingots of
different sizes and shapes. These ingots are heated in a
‘reheating furnace’ and extruded in a hydraulic press to
form rods as per the final product specifications. The
cast brass rods/ wires go through different machining
processes, e.g. drawing, cutting, milling and threading.
Based on requirements, the machined rods are sent for
electroplating with nickel, zinc, copper, cadmium, cobalt,
silver or gold.

Energy use
The Jamnagar brass units use both thermal energy and
electrical energy for their process requirements. Coal,
oil, and electricity are used in these units. The energy
consumption in a brass unit depends on the type of
unit and the specifications of the final products. Major
energy consumption centres in a brass unit include
the following: (1) brass melting furnace, (2) reheating
furnace, (3) hydraulic press, and (4) motors. The brass
foundries predominantly use thermal energy (about
98%); extrusion units use mainly electrical energy
(about 65%). The reheating furnaces mainly use

Total annual energy consumption in Jamnagar brass
units

Unit type
Foundries
Extrusion units
Machining units
Electroplating units
Total

toe
29061
15822
4967
919
50769

%
57
31
10
2
100

furnace oil. The total annual energy consumption
by brass units in the Jamnagar cluster is estimated at
about 50,769 tonnes of oil equivalent (toe). Of this,
about 88% is consumed by foundry and extrusion
processes.

Options for energy efficiency
improvements
The Jamnagar brass cluster was covered under the
BEE–SME program which has identified a number
of potential energy conservation options. Adoption
of these options by different brass units in the cluster
would yield an energy saving of about 12% of the
total energy consumption in the cluster. Major energy
savings can be realized (25–50%) through adoption
of energy efficient gas/oil-fired furnaces, rotary gasfired furnaces, continuous casting and low pressure die
casting systems.

Technological options for energy efficiency improvements
Energy saving
potential (%)

Replication
potential (units)

System/process

Existing technology

Energy efficient option

Melting furnace

Coal fired pit furnace

Gas fired furnace
Rotary gas fired furnace

25–35
30–50

595
140

Oil fired pit furnace

Energy efficient oil fired furnace

30–40

35

Reheating furnace

Conventional reheating
furnace system

Oil fired reheating furnace
Gas fired reheating furnace

30
30–40

105
140

Moulding system

Sand gravity based casting Continuous casting system
system
Low pressure die casting system

15–25
20–30

525
105

Compiled by TERI from the ‘Manual on energy conservation measures in brass cluster, Jamnagar’ prepared
under the BEE–SME programme
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UNIDO–GEF PROJECT ON PROMOTING ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND
RENEWABLE ENERGY IN SELECTED MSME CLUSTERS IN INDIA
Partners: GEF, UNIDO, BEE, MoMSME and MNRE
Duration: September 2011–August 2016
UNIDO with support from the Global Environment
Facility (GEF) has initiated a project in September
2011 titled ‘Promoting energy efficiency and renewable
energy in selected MSME clusters in India’ in
collaboration with BEE, Ministry of MSME (MoMSME)
and Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE).
The project will focus on development and promotion
of a market environment for introducing energy
efficiency (EE) and enhanced use of renewable energy
(RE) technologies for process applications in 12 selected
MSME clusters under five energy intensive MSME
sub-sectors.
MSME sub-sectors

Clusters

Brass

Jagadhri, Jamnagar

Ceramic

Khurja, Morbi,
Thangarh

Dairy

Gujarat, Punjab

Foundry

Belgaum, Coimbatore,
Indore

Hand tools

Jalandhar, Nagaur

These clusters have been chosen based on the total
energy consumption as well as the energy intensity
levels. The total energy consumption of these 12 clusters
based on data collated by TERI is estimated at about
1.44 million tonnes of oil equivalent (mtoe). The
project will address a few important barriers such
as lack of technological solutions and capacities at
cluster levels and the paucity of reliable data at policy
levels. The broad goals of this 5-year project include
the following:
•
Increased capacity of suppliers of EE/RE products/
service providers/financing institutions
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•

Increasing the levels of end-use demand and
implementation of EE and RE technologies and
practices by MSMEs

•

Scaling up of the project to national level

•

Strengthening policy, institutional and decisionmaking frameworks

In order to introduce the project to key national and
cluster-level stakeholders, a workshop was organized
jointly by UNIDO, BEE and TERI in New Delhi on
1st September 2011. The participants included MSME
entrepreneurs, industry associations, donor organizations,
government agencies, consultancy organizations and
R&D institutions.
Dr Pradeep Monga, Director, Energy and Climate
Change Branch, UNIDO highlighted UNIDO’s focus
on industry, especially ‘green’ technologies for industry
that comprise EE, RE and low-carbon technologies.
Dr Ajay Mathur, Director General, BEE mentioned
that although there are clear benefits from adopting
EE technologies, MSMEs often do not seize the
opportunity due to several barriers like inadequate
awareness, lack of technological capacity and absence
of cluster-level support services. He perceived the
UNIDO–GEF project as being of great relevance in
this context, for it would lead to demonstrations of EE/
RE technologies, development of innovative financing
mechanisms, strengthening of industry associations
and vendor development to adopt EE/RE solutions.
Dr Mathur further noted that SAMEEEKSHA provides
a useful forum for the entire range of stakeholders in the
MSME sector to facilitate constructive interactions and
knowledge sharing.
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Mr Shashi Shekhar, Joint Secretary, MNRE,
mentioned that it is imperative to reduce energy
consumption in the industrial sector. An effective
strategy is to integrate EE and RE-based solutions, e.g.
for process heat, hot water and thermal applications. The
key to promoting EE and RE lies in putting a good
business model in place, and the UNIDO-GEF project
may be regarded as an experiment in this direction.
Dr N P Singh, Scientist/ Advisor, MNRE
highlighted the potential of RE in various MSME
applications, e.g. biomass/solar-based steam generators
to replace fossil fuel based systems. For instance, ceramic
units in Morbi cluster use cotton wastes in biomass
gasifiers, and there is potential for dairies to generate
biogas from waste water and use solar energy for chilling
milk. The Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF)
noted that the project’s multi-stakeholder approach
and emphasis on technical and institutional capacity
building mirrors MoEF’s own focus on these aspects. Mr
Jitendra Sood, Energy Economist, BEE mentioned that
BEE is already active in four of the 12 clusters under
the UNIDO–GEF project and the implementation will
begin in these clusters. Mr R K Choudhury, Assistant
Director, MoMSME, outlined the features of the
National Manufacturing Competitiveness Programme
(NMCP)—in particular the TEQUP scheme which
focuses on EE—and mentioned that the NMCP is
disseminated through 80 field offices of the DC-MSME
across the country.
The key points that emerged during interactions
with participants included the following: (1) involvement
of cluster-level entities like local industry associations,
cluster experts and energy management centres is
important in identifying MSMEs that are keen to
participate in the project; (2) the biggest barrier to
the improvement of manufacturing efficiency among
MSMEs is not lack of financial resources but rather, the
lack of access to suitable technological solutions; and (3)
there is a good potential for South-South Cooperation
in the project.
Project inception workshop

Contributed by TERI
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INTRODUCING FLUE GAS WASTE HEAT
RECOVERY TECHNIQUES IN THE HOWRAH
GALVANIZING AND WIRE DRAWING CLUSTER
Location: Howrah, West Bengal
Partners: BEE and IISWBM with assistance from FOSMI & HCCI

Background

Production capacities

The Howrah industrial cluster, located close to Kolkata
in West Bengal, has around 100 MSME units engaged in
galvanizing and wire drawing processes. There are about
50 units in each category. These units operate for about
10 to 12 hours in a day. The galvanizing units are located
in Howrah Maidan, Liluah, Jangalpur and Dhulagarh.
The wire drawing units are located in Liluah, Jangalpur,
Tikipara and Dhulagarh.
Galvanizing is the process of applying a coating of
zinc to iron surfaces to prevent corrosion. Wire drawing is
the process of reducing the cross-section of a metal wire
by pulling it through a series of dies. The galvanizing units
process a variety of iron products and components like
nails, bolts, nuts, components of transmission towers, etc.
that vary in size from a few centimetres to several metres in
length, and in shape from thin wires to spheres. The wire
drawing units process metal wires of various diameters
ranging from 1.6 mm (14-gauge) to 5.1 mm (4-gauge).

Production
capacity (tpa)*

Context
As is the case with most MSMEs in India, the Howrah
units mainly deploy traditional and low efficiency
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Galvanizing
Units

Wire drawing

Share (%) Units

Share (%)

Up to 500 tpa

15

31

27

53

500–1000 tpa

27

54

16

34

Above 1000 tpa

8

15

8

13

Total

50

100

51

100

tonnes per annum

technologies and operating practices. The raw materials
used in galvanizing units include zinc, ammonium
chloride, hydrochloric acid and dichromate powder.
Galvanizing units mainly use furnace oil (FO), coal, wood
and electricity to provide heat for different processes like
cleaning, pickling, fluxing and immersion.
The wire drawing units process mild steel, copper
and aluminium wires, and mainly use electricity to operate
equipment/ machinery like motors, annealing furnaces,
extrusion units and machines for shaping, grinding, etc.
Most of the units in the cluster are unaware of the
importance and benefits of energy efficiency and lack
access to improved technological options. There are no
industry associations present in the cluster to address the
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The temperature required to boil the flux solution is
only around 100°C, while the zinc vat furnace allows
flue gases to escape at temperatures about 470° C.
One of the galvanizing units in the cluster (Steel & Fence
Corporation) started using flue gases from the galvanizing
furnace to boil flux solution in place of a separate heating
system. The usage of waste heat to heat flux solution has
resulted in a diesel saving of 67 litres per day (`700,000
per year) with a marginal investment of `5000. The unit
further utilized the waste heat in flue gases for preheating
the combustion air, which has led to an additional saving
of 60 litres of furnace oil per day.
Inspired by the benefits of this energy conservation
measure, another galvanizing unit (L G Corporation)
Technology demonstration
Each galvanizing unit has two furnaces: one for heating implemented an air preheater system with an investment
the zinc vat and the other for heating the flux solution. of about `15000 and is achieving an energy saving of
about `360,000 per year.The air preheater was fabricated
by a local fabricator.
Energy consumption by galvanizing and wire drawing
relevant issues. However, both the galvanizing and wire
drawing unit groups are represented in the Howrah
Chamber of Commerce & Industry (HCCI) and the
Federation of Small & Medium Industries (FOSMI).
The study conducted by the Indian Institute of Social
Welfare and Business Management (IISWBM) under the
BEE-SME Program shows that the energy component of
product cost varies between 14–30% among galvanizing
units, while it is about 14% in the wire drawing units.
A number of energy conservation options have
been identified that would help in improving the energy
efficiencies of the galvanizing and wire drawing units.

units in Howrah

Key Lessons

Annual consumption
Energy

Unit

Electricity

million
kWh

Furnace oil kL

Galvanizing

Wire drawing

Total

0.87

2.24

3.11

732

–

732

–

1161

Coal

tonne

1161

Diesel

kL

19.2

12

31.2

Wood

tonne

600

300

900

LPG

tonne

–

1350

135

Total energy consumption in the cluster: 3455 toe

Use of air preheater using waste heat recovery from
flue gases has been proved as a viable low-cost option
for energy saving in the Howrah galvanizing and wire
drawing cluster. If all the galvanizing units in the cluster
deploy the air pre-heating and flux solution heating
technology demonstrated under this project, the potential
savings in fuel would be 75 kilolitres of furnace oil and
256,000 litres of diesel oil. Even if only the air pre-heating
technology is implemented, it would help in saving 339
kilolitres of FO annually.

Energy efficiency options for galvanizing and wire drawing units in Howrah
Option

Potential benefits

Galvanizing

Wire drawing

Waste heat recovery from hot-dip
furnace flue gases for air preheating

• 12% energy savings ( oil fired furnaces)
• 8% energy savings (Coal fired furnaces)





Waste heat recovery from flue gases to
boil flux solution

100% saving of diesel



–

Install air-fuel controller in furnaces for
optimization of excess air

About 30% saving in furnace oil





Replace electric furnace with LPG-fired
radiation furnace

Overall reduction in energy costs

–



Replace low efficiency motors with
energy efficient eef1 motors

About 8% improvement in efficiency





Contributed by Energy Management Department, IISWBM, Kolkata (Executive Agency, BEE SME Energy Efficiency Project)
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ABOUT SAMEEEKSHA

ABOUT TERI

SAMEEEKSHA is a collaborative platform
aimed at pooling the knowledge and synergizing
the efforts of various organizations and
institutions—Indian and international, public
and private—that are working towards the
common goal of facilitating the development of
the small and medium enterprise (SME) sector
in India, through the promotion and adoption
of clean, energy-efficient technologies and
practices.
SAMEEEKSHA provides a unique forum
where industry may interface with funding
agencies, research and development (R&D)
institutions, technology development specialists,
government bodies, training institutes, and
academia to facilitate this process.

A dynamic and flexible not-for-profit
organization with a global vision and a local
focus, TERI is deeply committed to every aspect
of sustainable development. From providing
environment friendly solutions to rural energy
problems to tackling issues of global climate
change across many continents and advancing
solutions to growing urban transport and air
pollution problems, TERI’s activities range from
formulating local and national level strategies to
suggesting global solutions to critical energy and
environmental issues.
With staff of over 900 employees drawn from
diverse disciplines, the institute’s work is
supported by ministries and departments of the
government, various bilateral and multilateral
organizations, and corporations of repute.

VISION OF SAMEEEKSHA
SAMEEEKSHA envisages a robust and competitive
SME sector built on strong foundations of knowledge and
capabilities in the development, application and promotion of
energy-efficient and environment-friendly technologies.
FOR MORE DETAILS, PLEASE CONTACT
Mr I P Suresh Krishna
Secretary – SAMEEEKSHA
Industrial Energy Efﬁciency Division, TERI, Darbari Seth Block
IHC Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi – 110 003, India
Tel: +91 11 2468 2100, 2468 2111, Fax: +91 11 2468 2144, 2468 2145
Email: suresh.krishna@teri.res.in

